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Introduction: Define what is Quality? what is Safety? what is the method we will use in this presentation? i will Speak about the STEEEP, and the description of each part of alone plus the Quality Principle that we describe the ESR from them

Methods: Being conducted in 2017, this qualitative study was the first of its type in KSA. Data were collected through in-depth semi-structured interviews with 45 Multidisciplinary Caregivers working in different departments & Hospitals across the Kingdom. The participants were selected using a Random sampling method. Interviews were transcribed and analyzed following a qualitative content analysis approach. Written text was then coded, and themes were extracted from the data. Ethical considerations: The study was conducted with multidisciplinary free informed consent and was approved by Ethics Committee of Enaya Hospital/ Enaya Medical group.

Findings: By analyzing the data, we found that distribution for the multidisciplinary over different committees over 1 year and 2 months has improved the outcome of achievement of the ESR by 38% as a result of the CPAHI Rounds on July 2017

Conclusion: The distribution for the multidisciplinary over all hospital committees can improve significantly the percentage of ESR when being changed in yearly basis with taking the consideration of the active work for these Comities and number of members.
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